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TOP REASONS: DELL EMC DATA
PROTECTION SUITE FOR APPLICATIONS SAP & SAP HANA
Data Protect Suite for Applications delivers high-performance, self-service data protection for mission critical SAP
environments. It empowers DBAs to use their own native tools to backup directly to Data Domain from the application
or primary storage. To ensure business requirements are being met, the backup team is enabled with the ability to
track SLO compliance of the self-service backups. With Data Protection Suite for Applications, businesses can be
confident their critical data is protected.

1 | Empowering Database Admins
Dell EMC wants to let SAP admins protect their data using their native tools, but also provide them with the simplicity
and efficiency of backing up directly to Data Domain. This seamless experience eliminates the complexity of traditional
backup software and puts control in the hands of SAP data owners, letting them have the control they need to do
backups when they want. Data Proteciton Suite for Applications offers SAP HANA & BR*Tools integration for backup
and recovery.

2 | Performance to Meet SLOs
Meet stringent protection Service Level Objectives (SLOs) for your mission critical databases by backing up directly
from the application server, primary storage or VMware to Dell EMC Data Domain. Depending on your business
needs, direct data paths can offer up to 20x faster backup and up to 10x faster recovery than a traditional solution. As
data continues to grow, this solution helps you meet ever tightening SLOs.

3 | Simple and Efficient
Our Application Direct data path reduces protection infrastructure and performs client-side deduplication, limiting the
amount of data being sent through the application. If impact needs to be avoided and superior performance is required,
then Storage Direct is the way to go. It performs a backup directly to a Data Domain from Dell EMC primary storage
(PowerMax, VMAX, XtremIO). In addition to these efficiencies, cloud enablement is available when needed.

4 | Better Together
When you pair Data Protection Suite for Applications with Data Domain, you leverage the power of dramatically
reducing storage requirements by 10-33x and enabling efficient DR with deduplication. The most trusted protection
storage on the market, Data Domain boasts up to 55:1 deuplication rates and invulnerability architecture that verifies
data in-line to keep it protected. Efficient and reliable, Data Domain offers fault detection and self-healing that keeps
data correct.
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